RESEARCH ARTICLES

746 Toddler: An Embryonic Signal That Promotes Cell Movement via Apelin Receptors
A. Pauli et al.
A conserved signal is identified that activates G protein–coupled receptors to promote zebrafish gastrulation.
Research Article Summary; for full text: http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1248636

747 A Genetic Atlas of Human Admixture History
G. Henn et al.
Evidence of human migrations over the past 4000 years is identified in existing genomes.

REPORTS

752 Precise and Ultrafast Molecular Sieving Through Graphene Oxide Membranes
R. K. Joshi et al.
Graphene oxide membranes allow only very small hydrated molecules and ions to pass with an accelerated transport rate.
>> Perspective p. 740

754 Designing Collective Behavior in a Termite-Inspired Robot Construction Team
J. Werfel et al.
Robots programmed with simple construction rules can work independently but collectively to build a complex structure.
>> Perspective p. 742; Science Podcast

758 High-Energy Surface X-ray Diffraction for Fast Surface Structure Determination
J. Gustafson et al.
High-energy x-rays incident at grazing angles allow for rapid collection of surface diffraction beams.
>> Perspective p. 739

762 The New Madrid Seismic Zone: Not Dead Yet
M. T. Page and S. E. Hough
Statistical modeling of aftershock occurrences shows that the central United States is still active, despite low active deformation rates.

764 Evolutionarily Dynamic Alternative Splicing of GPR56 Regulates Regional Cerebral Cortical Patterning
B. Bae et al.
Development of surface folds of the human brain is controlled in sections.
>> Perspective p. 744

769 Origin and Spread of de Novo Genes in Drosophila melanogaster Populations
L. Zhao et al.
Novel genes derived from ancestral noncoding sequences are polymorphic among fruit fly strains.

772 Crude Oil Impairs Cardiac Excitation-Contraction Coupling in Fish
F. Brette et al.
Crude oil from the Deepwater Horizon spill is cardiotoxic to tuna species that spawn in the Gulf of Mexico.

776 Massively Parallel Single-Cell RNA-Seq for Marker-Free Decomposition of Tissues into Cell Types
D. A. Jaitin et al.
Sequencing of RNA from thousands of individual immune cells allows unbiased identification of cellular subtypes.

780 Leaf Shape Evolution Through Duplication, Regulatory Diversification, and Loss of a Homeobox Gene
D. Vlad et al.
The evolutionary trajectory leading to crucifer leaf shape in Cardamine hirsuta plants is elucidated.

783 A Viral RNA Structural Element Alters Host Recognition of Nonself RNA
J. L. Hyde et al.
Alphaviruses use secondary structural elements in their genomic RNA to avoid host detection.

788 A Common Cellular Basis for Muscle Regeneration in Arthropods and Vertebrates
N. Konstantinides and M. Averof
Crustacean limb regeneration relies on committed progenitor cells including satellite-like muscle precursors.

791 Somites Without a Clock
A. S. Dias et al.
The formation of body segments in vertebrate embryos involves local cell interactions independent of cyclic gene expression.
>> Perspective p. 736

795 An Antifreeze Protein Folds with an Interior Network of More Than 400 Semi-Clathrate Waters
T. Sun et al.
The crystal structure of an antifreeze protein shows a polyoctagonal network of water in the protein core.
>> Perspective p. 743